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Context-aware computing refers to system ability to sense its environment and change its behavior for 

delivering suitable services. Having such systems with the Near Field Communications (NFC) capability, 

opens new perspectives and research areas, allowing very useful type of applications known as NFC-

based context-aware applications. These systems require correctness because of their applicability and 

then need to be proven formally using exhaustive analysis approach such as formal verification. In 

literature, most of works focuses on creating a general model for context-aware systems ignoring the 

specificity of certain applications such as NFC applications where they present a higher complexity. We 

emphasize the existence of little or no work in this area supporting formal modeling. To boost it, we 

propose BigNFC as a novel formal-model based on Bigraphical Reactive Systems (BRS) taking account 

the interaction mode from the beginning, so we establish mapping between BRS and BigNFC components, 

where the structures are modelled as bigraphs and behaviors as rewriting rules. Finally, to validate our 

model, we have applied it on a real-life application and some properties were checked successfully. 

Povzetek: Razvit je nov formalni sistem za NFC prepoznavanje na osnovi konteksta. 

 

1 Introduction 
Every day, technology does not stop surprising us. In 

1988, Wiser marked his name as one pioneer of ambient 

computing also called pervasive computing. Its primary 

objective is to create an intelligent environment. It makes 

environment more sensitive and more interactive around 

user to deliver a set of new digital, adaptive services that 

could improve them. It uses several innovative 

technologies as networks, contactless technologies (RFID, 

NFC), mobile technologies etc. Ambient computing 

involved many disciplines such as context aware 

computing, mobile computing and so on. Far away from 

the classic scheme of interaction, Near Field 

Communications (NFC) proposes an original 

communication between the physical and the virtual world  

which is integrated in several fields such as M-

payment[1]. NFC is a contactless radio technology that 

can exchange data between two devices within a few 

centimeters of each other. It operates in the standard 

unlicensed 13.56 MHz frequency.  
Currently, it offers data transfer rates of 106 kbit/s, 

212 Kbit/s and 424 kbit/s. NFC provides a seamless 

medium for the identification protocols that validate 

secure data transfer. This enables users to perform 

intuitive and safe contactless transactions. NFC 

technology proposes three operating modes[2][3]: 

Reader/Writer mode, enables NFC phone to read/write 

data from/to an NFC tag; Peer-to-Peer mode, allows two 

NFC mobiles to exchange information such as contact 

record, a text message, or any other data; and Card 

emulation mode, makes mobile phone able to function as 

contactless smart card. 

NFC objects can be very useful to construct more 

sensitive and interactive entourage, some successful 

projects around world using NFC have emerged such as 

smart university Córdoba [4], Nice smart City [5]… They 

can play the role of context collectors in smart 

environment [6], which can be interpreted to construct an 

adaptable service using context awareness computing 

techniques. Context awareness as term has been evoked at 

first time by [7] in their works on localization awareness. 

In [8],they defined context awareness as the ability of an 

application to adapt the context of its execution according 

to location, all people nearby, machines, accessible 

equipment, as well as changes in these objects in time. In 

[9] [10], context awareness is defined as the ability of 
application to consider the context of the user. Dey [11] 

[12], explained context awareness as a capacity of system 

to use context to provide information and/or pertinent 

services to user. Context-aware system presents the ability 

of system to adapt services to satisfy the preferences of 

user in dynamic environment. Certainly, many models are 

used to present context such as model-based ontology 

[13], graphical model [14] and so on. 

Such systems need correctness and precision, formal 

verification offers a set of very strong mathematic 

theories, techniques and tools to prove a validity of work. 

In 2001, Milner [15] [16] proposes very practical formal 

formalism named bigraph, which is used in many articles 

to formalize context aware system. In the proposed model 
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baptized BigNFC, we use BRS formalism to elaborate 

NFC based context-aware applications thus the first work 

takes seriously modelling of NFC based context-aware 

applications. BRS allows us to translate our architecture 

elements to bigraphs and the behaviors to bigraph reactive 

system BRS. Most of the articles published in context 

aware are most concerned with localization, although the 

context is more extensive than the localization. For this 

reason, we take an example of modelling an application 

focused on user preferences sensibility and we check 

safety properties with BigMC tool. The rest of this paper 

is organized as follows. In section one; we present basic 

concepts, which is very necessary for readers to 

understand our work. In section two, we give a small 

panorama of works in the same field. In section three, we 

show how to construct BigNFC model and we apply it 

with an experimental example; by the way, we present the 

related results of verification. In section four, we discuss 

our results. Finally, in section five, we conclude and 

mention our future work.    

2 Basic concepts  
BRS is one of the most powerful formal models. It uses 

some concepts and a specific grammar where it offers the 

possibility of using a set of mathematical tools for the 

verification as BigMC. 

BigMC is a formal verification tool for BRS model; 

its use needs the mastery of some notions. So, to make 

reading of this article easier; BRS and BigMC concepts 

are required:  

2.1 BRS 

Milner provided a new graphical formalism to present 

simultaneous connectivity and location of entity baptized 

bigraph. The combination between bigraph and reaction 

rules forms bigraph reactive systems (BRS). Reaction 

rules describe a dynamic aspect of formalism, which is a 

couple of bigraphs, redex bigraph, shows the 

preconditions of a reaction, and reactum bigraph, is the 

post-condition showing how the reaction will change the 

model.  

Formally, bigraph is G = (V, E, Ctrl, GP, GL) I     J 

Where, V: finite set of nodes. A node can have 

connexion points to edges or (inner/outer) names called 

ports. The outer and inner names are for interfacing, they 

make a bigraph able to interact and to connect with 

externals bigraphs or roots; 

E: finite set of edges; 

Ctrl: Control map, has the following form V  K. 

Control is an associate information that describes the 

node. We may define a control K as atomic, so nothing 

may be nested in a K-node otherwise it can be specified as 

active, that means K-node allows reactions inside. It can 

passive, that means before inhabitant nodes in K-node 

react, its destruction is required [17]. Every control K has 

an arity, which shows several ports in K-node;  

GP: presents place graph which, is an acyclic tree, 

describes the location of nodes; 

GL: describes link graph that is a hyper-graph defines 

the connectivity of nodes;  

I: inner face will take the form I=<m, X>, where m is 

a width that represents several sites in I and X describes a 

set of inner names; 

J: outer face will be in the form J=<n, Y>, where n 

describes several roots in J and Y presents a set of outer 

name. Figure 1 shows the anatomy of bigraph [18]. 

Certainly, all these terms need a set of operators in order 

to get expressions, Table 1 presents the algebraic 

expressions of bigraphs. 

2.2 BigMC  

Bigraphical Model Checking ‘BigMC’, is a unique model 

checker instantiations for BRS model thus offers an 

automatic proof for any model based BRS. It is created by 

Perrone in 2012 [19], BigMC has a specific grammar. 

Figure 2 shows grammar for BigMC terms.  

3 Related works 
Including a formal method for modelling and verifying a 

context awareness system appears a cumbersome and 

painful task for designers, which explain the limited 

number of publications in this field.   

 
Figure 1: Anatomy of bigraph. 

Term Interpretation  

U ° V Composition of nodes 

U ǀ V 
Merge product (Juxtaposition of 

nodes) 

U ‖ V Parallel (juxtaposition of roots) 

U. V Nesting U contains V 

𝑈⊗ 𝑉 Tensor product 

𝐾𝑥(𝑈) Node with K control or arity x

 

1 The barren (empty) root 

di Site numbered i 

yx /  
Connection from inner name y  to 

outer name x 

Table 1: Algebraic expressions of bigraphs. 
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In [20], their main aim is to introduce a formal model 

for context awareness system using BRS. Approach 

focuses on the formulation of a location aware system. 

Model is the union of three BRS, C, A, P, where C: 

context, P: proxy, A: Agent. Three BRS are disjoint sets: 

CPA=. This model based on the proxy architecture, 

where agent has not direct access to a context. They are 

not provided formal verification. 

[21], attempts to formalize the structure and behavior 

of context aware system using bigraph formalism. Their 

paper brings an equivalence map between context 

elements and bigraph components to render the 

formalization of context awareness simpler and more 

convenient for designers. This work is very interesting, 

but it lacks verification part. 

[22], proposes an alternative approach for data flow 

test in context aware application with an experimental on 

an RFID based location-sensing software. This work is to 

provide a testing tool for context aware middleware 

centric programs. A delivered tool generates automatically 

an adequacy set of tests for given criteria. We derived the 

weakness for this work from the weakness of test approach 

because of the coverage tests. 

In [23], a new vision for context-aware systems. They 

find that a context-aware system is the combination of two 

parts: context-awareness and context-aware part, so the 

designers must give the desirable parts to get the model. 

They used bigraph formalism to describe their idea and 

BigMC tool to verify some properties on an example. This 

work is a great effort for modelling complex systems as 

context aware system but we find some ambiguity to 

understand the meaning of context-awareness part 

(signaling the complete absence of the concept in 

literature).  

 After presenting a general survey on works in the 

field of context aware using formal model, we note these 

works suggest a generic formal model for context aware 

system without focusing on specificity of some 

applications. We describe BigNFC model for NFC based 

context-aware application considering some details 

characterizing these applications e.g. interaction modes 

then we experiment it on an example from actual life. 

4 How to construct BigNFC model? 
NFC based context aware is a new application that uses 

NFC technology as collectors of context in a smart 

environment.  

Considering the complexity of context sensitive 

applications, particularly NFC applications, we 

recommend it to reduce the complexity by choosing the 

mode of interaction. i.e. each mode has a set of 

specificities. 

We base BigNFC on producer/consumer structure to 

separate between the zone delivering the raw context and 

the one that processes it. Thus, BigNFC allows to express 

clearly the links between them.  

We can structure smart life environment as producer 

zone ‘physical zone’ and consumer zone ‘smart platform’ 

(see Figure 3).    

- Producer zone ‘physical zone’; provides the raw 

context. In the physical zone, we can distinguish two 

qualities of resources contextual information [24] 

User information: some contextual information, 

which, is around his personal characteristics, social life, 

location… 

Smart objects: they are an important part in the 

environment that represent instruments such as sensors, 

communication technology (NFC, RFID…). 

- Consumer zone ‘smart platform’; treats contextual 

information provided from smart environment to offer 

adaptive services to users. It contains at least three layers: 

Perception layer: precepts or gains the contextual 

information from smart environment. In NFC based 

context aware system the perception of a raw context is 

from NFC phone of user after touch action accomplished 

on NFC objects. We can extend the role of this layer for 

data filtering if there are heterogeneous perception 

resources of contextual information. 

Smart agent layer: realized by a cognitive agent, who 

can decide and compare to adapt services for users. Smart 

agent compares the information with its knowledge’s after 

it can deduce the situation using inference rules and 

provides a service. In NFC based context aware system 

detection of contextual information as preference got from 

a touch action realised by user in smart environment i.e. 

touch action involves preference detection;    

Service delivery layer: allows context aware 

application to deliver an adaptive service to user. Figure 3 

shows interactions in smart life environment.  

 
Figure 2: Grammar for BigMC terms. 

 
Figure 3: Interactions in smart life environment. 
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4.1 Equivalence map between BigNFC 

model and BRS components 

BRS is very practical; it offers a set of elements that allows 

us to present separately two distinguish parts and their 

links with a big simplicity. In addition, it lets possible to 

validate formally the idea using mathematical tools as 

BigMC. 

Technically, we use BRS formalism where, place 

graph, describes inclusion relation between elements of 

architecture and contextual information, link graph, 

shows the dependency between information and its 

transfer, reactions rules, define behavior system. A 

translation map did the mapping between the conceptual 

model and BRS components. Table 2 gave the mapping 

between the conceptual model and BRS components.  

5 Experimental example  
To validate our model, we construct it on a NFC context 

aware application. NFC can get contextual information 

with intuitive manner using its three communication 

modes (seen in Section 1). In the example, the application 

allows the user to gain some information for a book and 

gives smart recommendation. In the physical zone, smart 

poster contains NFC tag (Reader-writer mode), which 

includes raw context (relevant information that 

characterises book). When the user touches a smart poster 

endow NFC tag, it will display important information on 

NFC user phone. Then smart recommendation process 

will be perform automatically if the book has the 

appropriate type and high rating. For smart 

recommendation, the application must know: What kind 

of books does user prefer? Preferences are deduced after 

touch action on smart poster.  

5.1 Using BigNFC model 

Applying BigNFC model, the structure is as follows: 

Producer zone ‘physical zone’ contains user, smart poster, 

NFC tag… In addition, consumer zone ‘smart platform’ 

comprises different layers of platform. Just to note, we 

abstract some information to simplify a modeling task. 

5.2 Mapping between BigNFC model and 

BRS components 

At first time, we give separately the equivalence of 

producer/ consumer structure and BRS formalism. Then 

we draw distinctly the bigraph of the two levels and 

finally, we write the two model formulas according to the 

grammar given by Milner. The description of behavior 

require several rules, but we interest to touch rule. 

5.2.1 Producer zone 

Below, Table 3 shows equivalence map between producer 

zone and Bigraph components. It gave Figure 4; it presents 

bigraph of initial state of producer zone and a formula 

according to Bigraph grammar. 

5.2.2 Consumer zone 

Table 4 shows equivalence between consumer zone and 

Bigraph components. Figure 5 illustrates bigraph of the 

initial state of consumer zone and we gave formula 

according to Bigraph grammar. 

In the initial condition, we give the description of 

consumer zone using bigraph grammar.  

 

BigNFC BRS components 

Physical zone, smart platform  Root 

User, NFC objects, data 

objects, relationship between 

objects, services, layers of 

smart platform…   

Nodes 

Communication links, 

interaction links 

Edges, hyper-

edges 

Other applications, captures, 

time transaction…  

Sites 

Behaviours as touch action, 

deduction, perception…  

Reaction rules 

Table 2: Equivalence map between the conceptual model 

and BRS components. 

Producer zone Bigraph 

component 

Physical Zone(Zone_PH) Root 

User, tag-NFC, smart poster(S-

Poster), Book, NFC-Phone, 

Type Book… 

Nodes 

Communication links, 

interaction links 

Edges, hyper-

edges 

Other applications, captures, 

time transaction… 

Sites 

Table 3: Equivalence map between producer zone 

elements and BRS components. 

 
Figure 4: Initial state of produce zone with Bigraph. 

 
 

Zone_PH[x].(User[y].(PH_NFC.$2)|$1) |S_Poster. 

(Tag_NFC[w]. (Book.B-Type1)|$0) 
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We can describe the example application with 

Bigraph grammar as the concatenation of producer and 

consumer zones.  

5.2.3 Rule: Touch action reaction rule  

Touch action is major act to start the treatment phase. 

When user touch NFC tag, it will transfer the raw context 

to NFC user phone using reader mode. In our case, raw 

context is book data (title, authors’ names, and type of 

book…). Let’s remember that, in one gesture, NFC phone 

can read one and only one NFC tag. The selected tag, 

implies a preference for a book type. Figure 6 shows touch 

action rule.  

6 How check BigNFC with BigMC? 
In this subsection, we use BigMC grammar and we applied 

it on our proposed example. We present respectively the 

transformation of BRS model to BigMC grammar. 

6.1 Producer zone with BigMC grammar 

Figures 7 and 8 present respectively BigMC program of 

producer and consumer zones. 

Figures 9 and 10 show respectively BigMC program of 

general model and touch action rule. 

S-Platform. (d3 | Perception-Layer [z, e1]. $4 | S-Agent. 

[e1, e2]. d5 | Service delivered-Layer. d6)  

 

 

Zone_PH[x]. (User[y].(PH_NFC. $2)|$1) |S_Poster. 

(Tag_NFC[w]. (Book.B-Type1)|$0) | S-Platform. ($3 | 

Perception-Layer [z,e1]. $4 | S-Agent. [e1, e2]. $5 | 

Service delivered-Layer. $6)  

 

Consumer zone BRS Equivalence 

Smart platform (S-

Platform) 

Root  

Perception-Layer, S-

Agent, Service-

delivered-Layer, 

Knowledge base Layer, 

Profile-user, service, 

relationship between 

entities. Some 

information for entity… 

Nodes 

Communication links, 

interaction links 

Edges, hyper-edges 

Abstract elements  Sites 

Table 4: Equivalence between the consumer zone 

elements and Bigraph components. 

 
Figure 5: Initial state of consumer zone with Bigraph. 

 
Figure 6: Touch action rule. 

%Active ZonePH: 1;        %name x; 

%passive Sposter: 0;        %name y; 

%active PHNFC: 0;         %name w; 

%passive Bookx: 0; 

%active User: 1; 

%passive Type1: 1; 

##initial representation on produce zone## 

ZonePH[-].((User[-].PHNFC)|(Sposter.TagNFC[-.BooK 

x.(Type1[-]])) ; 

Figure 7: BigMC program of producer zone. 

 

Figure 8: BigMC program of consumer zone. 

 

Figure 9: BigMC program of general model. 

 

Figure 10: BigMC program of touch action rule. 
 

ZonePH[].(User[w]. (PHNFC.$0)ǀSPoster.TagNFC[w]

.$1)→  

ZonePH[].(User[w]. (PHNFC.($1))ǀSPoster.TagNFC[

w].($1)) ;; 
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6.2 Property definition with BigMC 

grammar  

In this part, we want to prove the safety i.e. the absence of 

deadlock using a predefinition predicate provided in 

BigMC grammar. :  

# Property 

%property free deadlock! terminal (); 

We propose a secure property to confirm the validity 

of the model using a predefinition predicate matches. 

Description property is:  

# Property 

%property workable 

!matches(ZonePH[].(User[e2].PHNFC.$1|$3)|SPlatform.

(PerceptionLayer[e2,x].($1|Bookn|$2)|SAgent[x,y]| $5)); 

7 Results with BigMC 
In reality, with BigMC user can write its set of property 

with the terms or he can use redefined predicates such as 

matches (T), terminal ()... in our case, we verify the 

deadlock absence and we verify the transmission of raw 

context between producer and consumer zones with 20 

steps. We presented results below where the green frame 

shows the end of verification successfully.  

After checking the same property on entire proposed 

model with 100 steps. Result is indicated in Figure 12. 

Then we verify the second property entirely on proposed 

model over 20 steps. We illustrate the result in Figure 13. 

8 Discussions  
We can show our work as a new vision in NFC based 

context-aware area. First, the originality of our work lives 

mainly in construction of a specific formal model called 

BigNFC. In short, we show how we can present NFC 

technology in a smart environment and how to interact 

with it (in the chosen mode). Second, a decomposition 

principle is widely used to reduce complexity and applied 

it to model our system. So, we used producer/consumer 

structure and we separate between physical and virtual 

layers. To summarize contribution, we model the structure 

as bigraph, behaviours as rewriting rules, and a proposed 

mapping between BRS elements and BigNFC components 

(as shown in Table 1) which can be extended to other 

classes of context aware system. Third, the chosen 

example is a none trivial application, which is focused on 

user preferences sensibility. Finally, we exploit the 

example and we check successfully correctness of our 

 
Figure 12: Deadlock property checking (entire model). 

 
Figure 13: Secure property checking (entire model).  

 
Figure 11: Deadlock property checking (partially model). 
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BigNFC model over two properties (free deadlock 

partially and entirely, secure) with a specific tool for 

bigraph model. We can interpret the absence of deadlock 

by the good fluidity of the contextual information even if 

after its evolution and after each passage between the 

levels of the smart platform. Secure property, mentions the 

relevance in communication between levels. 

The works [20][21][22][23] described in the third 

section can be divided in three categories: the first one, is 

interested to the specification and next one, described a 

new tool for verification and applied to an RFID example 

and last one, depicted the two phases of verification 

process. 

Compared to our work, authors in [20], [21] focussed 

mainly on using the powerful of bigraph formalism in 

order to design context aware application. However, they 

have only proposed a general model exploiting bigraph 

applied over localisation application without the checking 

step.  

However, in [22] authors presented a testing tool for 

context aware application. This latter generates 

automatically an adequacy set of tests for a criteria applied 

over RFID example. The Table 5 brought comparison 

between BigNFC model and works in [20][21][22] over 

four criteria. 

Compared to [23], the only work found in literature, 

the result showed  a single  deadlock property  ran over 20 

iterations, however we have tested our model with two 

properties  on the entire model with  over iterations. To 

synthesize, we draw Table 6 indicating comparison 

between the two works. 

In fine, we have tried to give more rigor for these 

applications to reassure users and simplify the designer 

tasks. However, we estimate that there are some 

weaknesses for example the presentation of distance 

separation of NFC components. To our knowledge, none 

of the works in the lively field NFC system takes a 

perspective similar to ours. 

9 Conclusion 
In this paper, we proposed BigNFC model as a new formal 

model based on bigraph formalism for NFC based 

context-aware applications. Therefore, we use a producer 

/consumer structure to separate between the zone 

delivering the raw context and the one that performs it. To 

achieve our idea, the static aspect of system, which is a set 

of components and elements, is modelled as bigraphs, and 

the dynamic aspect (behaviours) as graph rewriting rules. 

In this regard, we present an equivalence map between 

BRS elements and context-aware system and we applied 

our model on example that integrates user preferences. In 

order to verify properties on the model we used BigMC 

tool, which gives an automatic, proof of correctness. By 

the application of the safety properties on an example 

model and results are very satisfied after 100 steps.  

In actual life, we know that the environment is 

dynamic, because of that a probabilistic model is more 

appropriate. We try to satisfy some points such as extend 

BigNFC model to a probabilistic model, add more 

complicated rules create synchronisation situations, and 

verify an alternative model by a probabilistic tool. We try 

also to explore specificities of interaction modes 

especially the one of emulation card.   
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